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ABSTRACT

This paper seeks to examine the mechanisms of the 3 N model (need,
narrative, and network) by testing a serial mediation model of group
identity and ideology. We propose two rival hypotheses: need for
significance predicts violent extremism, and its relationship is serially
mediated by (1) group identity and ideology (Model 1); (2) ideology
and group identity (Model 2). To test the hypotheses, we conducted
a survey of 137 terrorism detainees from prisons across Indonesia.
The results revealed that Model 1 had a better fit than Model 2,
suggesting the important role of group processes in developing
violent extremism’s ideology.
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Existing works of literature do not have adequate answers yet to the question of
whether an individual factor works alone in driving support for violent extremism, or
it may still require a group process? In the social media era, this question is even
more critical given that individuals may become radical for a shorter time, and the
younger age become targeted.1 It seems that online radicalization allows individuals
to involve in terrorism without involvement in a group process. Built on this theoretical
and practical urgency, the present study keen to understand the psychological mechanism that can explain the role of an individual psychological factor on support for
violent extremism.
Previous studies have provided some initial evidence to understand how radicalization occurs at both personal and group levels. One of the primary studies can be seen
in the works of Kruglanski.2 This group of works highlights the role of the individual
needs to matter and for significance as a motivation that drives people to join terrorist
groups. The significance quest theory (SQT) suggests that support for political extremism can arise from individual disadvantage experiences with or without group involvements. The idea is people are motivated to restore significance, and groups can take
the role to achieve this goal.3
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Although the works of SQT have provided a framework to understand extremist
groups’ role in restoring individuals’ need for significance, the psychological mechanisms that can explain why it is the case remained unclear. This study aims to explain
the role of need for significance in predicting support for violent extremism by examining the role of group identity and ideology. We specifically keen to address these
two questions: is it group characteristics (i.e. extremist group) that attract individuals
with insignificance experiences, enabling them to learn and adopt violent ideology
and, consequently, increase support violent extremism?; or is it a violent ideology that
attracts people with insignificance experiences at the first place, and thus it leads them
to identify with an extremist group, and consequently increase support for violent
extremism?
The role of identification to extremist groups can be explained as follow. People
are motivated to restore their insignificance at a reasonable time and effort. By relying
on a group, individuals can save their time and cognitive effort to deal with their
insignificance issues. In this sense, the extremist group can provide quick support for
individuals to re-validate their self-concept and restore their significance. This idea is
in line with previous studies which suggest that people join violent extremist groups
to meet the needs of certainty,4 need for significance5 and group identity.6 Previous
studies have shown that adverse events cause individuals interested in groups with
higher entitativity, such as extremist groups.7 Once people join extremist groups, violent
ideology begins to occupy their political horizon, where violence is justified as an
appropriate strategy to achieve group goals.
The other group of research underlines the role of ideology.8 Here, ideology is
defined as a certain collective belief system that supports group activities as an appropriate mean to achieve group goals. Extremism ideology specifically refers to political
ideologies and methods that are employed by political actors to justify violence as an
appropriate means to achieve violent extremism. This ideology is a new belief system
that provides a moral justification for group members to behave violently toward
particular groups of people.9 In this sense, ideology plays two critical roles. First,
ideology is a shared belief system,10 which prescribes the actions to reach group significance. Second, ideology is a narrative used as a moral justification so that outgroup
violence is acceptable and even desirable.11 Thus, the ideology has an important role
in justifying a method group can apply to achieve a group goal.12 Although many
previous studies have examined ideology’s role, it remains unclear whether ideology
serves as a causal factor or justifications.13
A study using social network analysis on terrorist groups in Indonesia shows that
actors who play an essential role in terrorist networks are operational leaders who
have ties of trust rather than ideological relationships.14 This idea has also been
described by Sageman,15 which argues that social bonds play a more critical role than
ideology in terrorist cell networks. In a similar vein to Milla et al.16 and Sagemen’s
idea,17 the other group of researchers attempted to examine the role of group process,18
but in this area of terrorism studies, research produced limited data concerning terrorist group processes.
To integrate the existing literature, Kruglanski et al. propose the 3 N model.19 This
model attempts to incorporate the need, narrative, and network on the individual and
group levels of the radicalization process. One of the prominent studies address this
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issue conducted by Belanger et al. that has tested the 3 N model,20 where social exclusion was measured as a predictor for support radicalism in the general population.
They found that that moral justification is one of the psychological mechanisms linking
social alienation to supporting political violence.
This study suggests that groups can induce a sense of significance to group members
by giving ideological justification systems to support violence to overcome the significant loss experiences.21 It will then make violent behavior becomes morally justified.
Similarly, Horváth-Sántha explains the cognitive mechanism of this process22. They
suggest that when individuals go through adverse events, such as social alienation,
they would be more likely to experience “cognitive opening,” which means they become
more open to new beliefs and values. If that condition led them to extremist groups,
they would then be more open to the ideology of violence. However, none of these
studies have discussed the 3 N mechanism in extremist-specific populations have not
been discussed.
Although Kruglanski et al.23 have attempted to integrate the individual and group
level of the radicalization process with their 3 N model, they have not empirically
tested the direction of psychological mechanisms in the model. The present study aims
to fill the gap by examining three predictors to measure the three needs: the quest
for significance through jihad, violent ideology, group identity, and support for violent
extremism as an outcome variable extremism. We propose two competing hypotheses.
The first mechanism might work as follows. When individuals have a strong need for
fulfillment of significance, they will be more likely to be interested in extremist ideology. This interest may arise because such ideology promises a meaningful dramatic
change of one’s sense of meaning. Once people have attracted to extremist ideology,
they would then be interested in joining extremist groups. Such groups will function
as an agent that can support them to transform their ideology into real action. They
aspire to perform a violent action for group benefits because their self-sacrifice behavior
is considered heroic, and eventually, it can strengthen their self-worth and feeling of
significance.24
In the second hypothesis, we propose that the need for significance will lead people
to join extremist groups. The reason is; first, groups may activate the importance of
group goals for individuals to restore their sense of meaning.25 Second, such a group
could provide clear direction to individuals about what they should do in meaningless
situations.26 In this sense, individuals with significant loss may experience a loss of
direction about what they should do to be a significant person. Third, in line with
social identity theory, group membership may also allow individuals to increase their
self-esteem through meaningful roles assigned by the group.27 Once they have joined
the group, the leaders will influence individuals to adopt a violent ideology. The leaders
will attempt to convince the group members that the violence is justified because it
is to achieve sacred group goals, and the action is aimed only for the particular group.
It thus then morally justified.
We tested the hypothesis on terrorist groups in Indonesia. The empirical data from
the extremist groups sample is critical because they have experienced the radicalization
process leading them to commit violent extremism. This specific sample is thus
expected to provide a more precise explanation. In terms of context, Indonesia has
some unique characteristics of terrorism activism. First, Indonesia is considered a
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non-conflict area, but every year, this region is still facing terrorist attacks. Second,
Indonesia is one of the countries targeted by global jihad groups such as ISIS and
its affiliates for recruitment.28 These two contextual backgrounds is very different
compared to Palestine, Iraq, Syria or Afghanistan, which are known as war zones or
conflict area, and Sri Lanka, where Kruglanski and his colleagues test the model.
From a theoretical standpoint, we argue that individual-level support for terrorism
needs to be examined in non-conflict areas because, in this context, social-political
causes are not salient, and thus individual factors may play a more significant role.
However, as suggested by the SQT, we argue that this individual motivational factor
would remain to require a group-level process to transform into violent extremism.
Before specifically outlined our hypothesis, we will briefly discuss previous literature
on the role of quest for significance, ideology, and group identity on violent extremism, particularly terrorism.

Significance Quest Theory
A quest for significance is conceptualized as a fundamental desire to achieve a sense
of respect, or more colloquially, to “matter” and “be someone.”29 Quest for significance
theory suggests that there are two ways in which a significant goal can arise to motivate behavior.30 First, one may experience a loss of significance. In this regard, an
individual may experience a loss of significance from humiliation, injustice and personal
failure, or social rejection and exclusion.31 This experience of loss will make an individual have greater readiness for self-sacrifice. As reported by Bélanger, Schumpe,
Menon, Conde Ng., and Nociti,32 when someone in the social exclusion (experience
significance loss) condition, he was more willing to self-sacrifice for a cause than those
who did not experience a significant loss. This self-sacrifice to achieve a group goal
can be observed in the jihadist phenomenon, such as a suicide bomber that is demonstrated extreme self-sacrifice. Second, the significant goal may also arise by the opportunities for gain, portrayed by Milla et al. as glory, romanticism, and heroism.33
Individuals are motivated to achieve significance for the reason of dignity and self-worth,
not for the reason of retribution or confession for committed sin.
The quest for meaning can be attained by attaching oneself to a more significant
cause,34 and this self-transcendence can be achieved through attachment to the social
group, group identification, value group memberships, and act on behalf of the group.35
As illustrated by Dugas and Kruglanski,36 to stimulate the goal of significance, one
has to identify violent extremism as an effective means for achieving significance. The
significance motive must be dominant and important to shift the commitment from
alternative goals. In the case of Islamic terrorism, once individuals identified with a
jihadist group, they will adopt the Salafi jihadi ideology with a particular interpretation
that war is the only way to achieve the goal and also justified that jihad can be applied
outside conflict area.
A crucial characteristic of the significance quest is its anchorage in “sacred values.”37 These sacred values are defined as what is worthwhile, moral, and admirable,
what constitutes the “good life” that one should aspire to, and what actions individuals should undertake in given circumstances. In this sense, we argue that violent
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jihad is considered as a sacred value and mandatory, which becomes the focal goal,
and the only way individuals should take to fulfill the meaning of being a good
Muslim and earning the highest reward from Allah and gaining respect from the
community.

Group Identity Attain to Significance
Social identity theory posits that individuals enhance their self-esteem through group
memberships.38 In radical groups, the fulfillment of significance is achieved through
meaningful roles provided by groups. Those who can accomplish the role expectation
will gain honor. Group membership may also restore significance because it can
provide a collective identity and thus reduce one’s fear of death.39 Terror management
theory suggests that death represents the ultimate insignificance.40 Researches have
demonstrated that making one’s collective identity can shift individual orientation to
collective orientation, which can lead individuals to be more willing to act for the
group’s sake. As found in a study by Orehek, Sasota, Kruglanski, Dechesne &
Ridgeway,41 individuals who were primed with an interdependent self-construal would
less fear of death and more willing to face harm for the group benefits than individuals who were primed with an independent self-construal. This finding helps to
explain how radical groups, such as ISIS, can meet individuals’ needs to restore a
sense of significance by providing candidates with a sense of respect and belonging
to the group.42
According to the collective shift hypothesis from the SQT perspective, individuals
who experience a decline in their sense of significance as a result of personal failure
will attempt to restore their personal significance by shifting orientation to a collectivistic orientation, in some case by engaging in collective action.43 It can be explained
that individuals who have experienced failure will tend to join groups to restore their
significance and, consequently, tend to be more aggressive toward outgroups. Relevant
to Kruglanski and Orehek’s proposition,44 that the individual who defines themselves
according to their group memberships would be more supportive of aggression against
outgroups, including the use of terrorism. As suggested earlier, this is because they
adopt collective orientation, which will make them more willing to sacrifice themselves
for group benefit. From the perspective of social identity theory, the violence strategy
is chosen due to ingroup identification combined with dis-identification with the
outgroup.45 The idea is that group leaders highlight the non-human aspects of outgroups, combined with the real threat of outgroups to the ingroup. In this case, violence
would be justified. At this point, we argue that extremist individuals may need support
from a group to reinforce their violent ideology. By sacrifice self for the group, individuals would be able to restore their significance loss.

Ideology Justifying Violence Extremism
Kruglanski and colleagues described how different complexity of a value system of
narratives associates with extreme behavior.46 The narrative that highlights the complexity of a value system (e.g. advocating work-life balance) may decrease extreme
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behavior appeal and restore moderation. In this regard, moderate ideology was associated with a perception of multiple values as approximately equally important, whereas
ideological extremism was associated with one value dominating others.47
People need a narrative as a means to interpret how to achieve the goal. Ideology
is relevant to radicalization because it denotes radical activity as a means to the goal
of personal significance.48 This also explains how some individuals are attracted to
particular ideologies such as violence and terrorism, while others are not. Kruglanski
and Gelfand explain how radicalization occurs by introducing the role of an ideological
factor because awakening the quest for significance does not yet increase the likelihood
of radicalization or terrorism.49 In this way, the group ideology justifies violence in
defense of sacred values50 and defines terrorism as an effective and morally acceptable
means of significance restoration.51
Dugas and Kruglanski also explain ideology as justification.52 They describe that
terrorism justifying ideology is a particular collective belief system that recognizes
extremist activity as the appropriate means to satisfy one’s significance quest. When
a certain group establishes terrorism justifying ideology, they have to ensure that the
method of terrorism must be perceived as both morally justified and effective. In this
regard, Salafi jihadism justifies that terrorism is jihad and allows practicing jihad
outside of the conflict area. This ideology was represented by groups like Al-Qaeda
and other Islamic jihadi groups. As portrayed by Hellmich,53 Salafi-jihadist promotes
jihad proactively and violently against Islam’s enemies. Salafi jihadists believe that
Islam’s glory can only be achieved by waging jihad as war, and the defeat of Islam
was caused by the unwillingness of Muslims to practice the command of jihad qital
(war) as the only interpretation of jihad fi sabilillah.54

Hypotheses
H1: The higher need for significance predicts higher support for violent extremism.
H2a: The relationship of need for significance and violent extremism would be
serially mediated by group identity and violent ideology.
H2b: The relationship of need for significance and violence extremism would be
serially mediated by violence ideology, and group identity would be serially mediated
by violence ideology and group identity.

Method
Participants
Participants in this study were prisoners of terrorism cases, who were recruited from
36 prisons in Indonesia. A total of 135 male terrorist detainees were recruited from
deradicalization programs between 2015 − 2017 in cooperation with the National Agency
for Combating Terrorism (BNPT). The participants were selected based on the recommendations from prison officials and each terrorist detainee’s consent. Their ages
ranged from 16 to 55 years old (M = 35.19, SD = 7.41). They have been imprisoned
from 0.2 to 36 years (M = 6.10, SD = 4.79).
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Procedure and Materials
Data were collected using questionnaires administered by a research assistant through
face-to-face interviews. The interviewers were trained by a team of researchers (first
author and second author) who also interviewed participants themselves. Participant
consent was gained verbally by asking through prison officials if they were willing to
participate. The prison officials asked prisoners directly if they would be willing to
participate in this interview. If they were willing to participate, then with the approval
from the authority, the detainees were brought to meet the interviewer. Each interview
lasted 45-90 min. There were several variables asked in the questionnaire (e.g. religious
fundamentalism, perceived injustice and perceived threat, also support for democracy),
but for this study, we report significant quest, group identity, ideology, and violent
extremism. All scales were measure on 4-point scales. All items had missing values
between 0.7% to 5.2%; thus, we used expectation maximization (EM) to replace the
missing value.
Need for Significance
We employed four items to measure the need for significance. These items measure
how strongly participants believed that jihad is one of strategy they can take to fulfill
the need of meaningful life (i.e. My life is felt so meaningful if I could sacrifice myself
for jihad against the enemies of Allah, I believe jihad is my way to reach a noble life,
I feel my life is meaningful if I could defend Muslims’ needs; as a Muslim, I feel
meaningless if I let my fellow Muslims are oppressed). This scale had satisfactory
reliability with composite reliability (CR)= .875 or above 0.70 as a cutoff point reliability index.
Group Identity
We used two five items to measure group identity. The items asked how strongly
participants attach to the mujahid group (i.e. I like to be part of mujahidin who do
jihad for the glory of Islam and Muslims, I feel proud to be mujahidin (thoifah manshuroh) who are obliged to do jihad; I feel close to mujahidin figures who fight for
Islam, even though Western think they are terrorist, I frequently imagine myself as
Mujahid who fight in Allah’s way with fully happy; Being mujahid influences my
lifestyle and way of thinking until now). This scale had satisfactory reliability with
composite reliability (CR)= .899.
Ideology
We measured ideology, particularly Salafi jihadism ideology, by asking participants to
indicate to what extent they agree that jihad in the outside conflict area is justified.
This justification is a typical interpretation for jihadist groups who support terrorism.
There were three items: “The attack on World Trade Center in New York, America,
in 2001, by some of the Muslim groups are a form of jihad”; “Imam Samudra, Amrozi,
Noordin M.Top, and Osama bin Laden are examples of people who committed the
real jihad”; and “the fight to establish Islamic state is only possible with assaulting
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strategies and war.” This scale had satisfying reliability with and composite reliability
(CR)= .836.
Violent Extremism. We used four items to measure violent extremism. However, one
item was dropped because it has poor factor loading (i.e. Participate in attacks on
mosques and followers of Shia). Participants were asked to indicate how strongly
they agree on jihad only can be performed as war (qital) or support for violence
without any alternative interpretation. The three items were: “Taking properties of
the kafir (non-Muslim people) for the Jihad purpose, even if not in conflict area”;
“The people of Islam enemy permitted to be killed”; and “Attacking in Indonesia is
revenge on the oppression of fellow Muslim in Palestine, Syria, and Afghanistan.”
The loading factor satisfied, ranging from .483 to .849. This scale had satisfactory
reliability with composite reliability (CR)= .768.

Results
Preliminary Results
Mean, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations are presented in Table 1.
Correlational analysis revealed that all variables had positive and significant
relationships.

Model Evaluation
To examine hypotheses, we conducted a path analysis using mean score. We run the
analysis with AMOS 24, using bootstrapping with 1000 resamples. Overall, the analysis
revealed that our proposed Model 1 had a good fit with χ2 (1)= 2.954, p=.086, NFI=
.992, CFI = .995, GFI= .989, SRMR= .019, although the RMSEA value was .121. We
found that Model 2 did not fit the data well, χ2 (1)= 62.369, p=.000, NFI= .833, CFI
= .833, GFI= .843, RMSEA= .677, SRMR= .091. Therefore, we decided to interpret
the associations and mediation effect in Model 1 only because the fit in Model 1 was
significantly better than in Model 2.
Figure 1 summarizes the results that describe the associations among the variables.
These findings support the main predictions of the 3 N model. Significance quest was
significantly associated with group identity (ß= .815, p < .01); group identity had a
significant association with ideology (ß= .783, p < .01); and violent extremism ideology
significantly associated with violent extremism ß= .279, p < .05). Ideology was also
found to have a significant association with violent extremism ß= .548, p < .01).

Table 1. Mean, standard deviation, and correlations.
1. Significant Quest
2. Group identity
3. Ideology
4. Violent Extremism
**
p < .01.

Min
1
1
1
1

Max
4
4
4
4

Mean
3.069
2.915
2.728
2.686

SD
.612
.646
.724
.673

1
1

2
.815**
1

3
.691**
.783**
1

3
.512**
.632**
.702**
1
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Figure 1. The mediation model of need for significance and violence extremism by group identity
and ideology.
Table 2. Mediation analysis.
Confidence Interval 95%
(Bootstrapping)
Path
Significance quest→
violent extremism
Significance quest→
violent extremism
* p < .05, ** p < .01.

Mediator
Group identity
Group Identity (M1)
and Ideology (M2)

Indirect Effect
.251

p
.009

Boot.S.E.
.098

Lower
.061

Upper
.455

.386

.002

.082

.235

.556

However, contrary to the 3 N model’s suggestion, no significant association was detected
between significance quest and violent extremism.
At the second stage of analysis, we tested indirect effects from the significance quest
to violent extremism. As predicted in our hypothesis, we found that group identity
had a significant mediation effect on the relationship of significance quest and violent
extremism (B= .251, p < .05, Boot.S.E. = .098, CI 95% Bootstrapping= .061, .445). A
serial mediation analysis showed that the effect of significance quest and violent
extremism was serially mediated by group identity and ideology (B= .386, p < .01,
Boot.S.E. = .082, CI 95% Bootstrapping= .235, .556). For the full report, see Table 2.

Discussion
This present study aimed to test the relation of the need of significance, group and
ideology predict support violence extremism based on the 3 N model, need, narrative,
and network, in a terrorist sample and to test possible mechanisms for violent extremism. We examined two possible models. Model 1 examines the serial mediation effect
of group identity and violence ideology in explaining the relationship between need
for significance and violent extremism. Model 2 examines the serial mediation effect
of violent ideology and group identity in explaining the relationship of need for significance and violent extremism. Our analysis shows that Model 1 is better to explain
the relationships of the variables than model 2. We specifically found that the need
for significance is not significantly associated with violent extremism when ideology
and group identity are controlled. However, we indeed find that need for significance
positively and significantly correlated with group identity and ideology. It means that
individuals with a higher need for significance tend to have a higher group identification and a higher support of violent ideology.
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This study is adequate enough to demonstrate the mechanism of the 3 N model
that was previously proposed by Kruglanski, Belanger, and Gunaratna.55 Besides the
mechanism of the need, narrative, and network, our study affirms that the need for
significance alone, without a group engagement, cannot predict violent extremism. In
this case, the need for significance is a need that exists in all individuals, regardless
of whether they are extremist or not so that the need for significance that is fulfilled
through joining a group is not always fulfilled by groups that are pro-violence. For
individual who suffered from loss of significance and have an immediate need to
restore their significance, would be more willing to accept a violent strategy. Our study
provides novel empirical evidence into the significance quest theory in radicalism by
offering a set of explanations of why the need for significance will lead people to be
interested in violent extremism. It amplifies what is described by Kruglanski and
Gelfand that group and ideology has an essential role in providing meanings to individuals.56 It is also suggested by Webber and Kruglanski,57 individuals can be provoked
to join terrorist organizations to restore their need to be significant. Since that radical
groups are perceived as having important goals and involving in allies that have such
goals, it has correspondence with the attempts to feel significant.58
Once individuals identify themselves with a particular terrorist group, they would
be exposed to violent ideology. From the social influence theory, it has extensively
documented that ingroup members are strongly concerned about their group’s views.59
The higher group identification, the more likely they abide by what group members
do and what most group members expect them to do.60 In the context of terrorism,
they are most likely adherent to Salafi jihadism ideology that serve terrorism justifying
ideology. They interpret the term jihad fi sabilillah as jihad qital (war) like war, which
can be implemented at outside conflict areas. This result was also confirmed for other
extremist ideologies. As shown by Kleinmann’s study on Sunni militants in the United
States was revealed that 90% of his participants were radicalized through group processes, such as through interactions with a charismatic leader, radical friends or family,
or connection to militant groups on the internet.61 Taken together, this study suggests
the importance of providing alternative groups with alternative ideology are keys to
counter violent extremism.
Although the present study has provided valuable theoretical contributions, it must
be acknowledged that this study has limitations. One limitation of current research is
its low internal validity due to the correlational nature. Therefore, it is difficult to
conclude the causal effect relationship. Testing the model in the general population
uses longitudinal study since that experiment method might not be permitted by ethics
will be useful to test the theoretical model of 3 N. We also have limitations to describe
the role of the need for significance in violent extremism. We measure the need for
significance by asking terrorist detainees to explain to what extent they believe that
jihad can restore their personal significance. In other words, it measures to what extent
they think that jihad is an opportunity for significant gain. It would be valuable in
future studies to measure significant quest in a more general definition, such as whether
individuals who suffered from loss of significance in the past and whether they attain
to be a significant person in the future. Since that we test the model in the specific
population, in Indonesia terrorist group, it would be useful if we can also compare
the model from the general population.
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